The utilization of solar energy by photovoltaics (PVs) is seen in increase across the world since the technologies are getting mature and the material costs are being driven down. However, their operating costs are still very high, owing to their vulnerability to harsh outdoor environments they are working. Currently, the reliability of PV systems is the bottle-neck issue and is becoming a heated research topic. This chapter presents the stateof-the-art technologies for photovoltaic fault diagnosis, based on an intensive literature review and theoretical analysis. The chapter evaluates the fault mechanisms of photovoltaics at the cell, module, string and array levels. Analytical models are developed to understand the PV's terminal characteristics for diagnostic purposes. Offline and online fault diagnosis technologies are reviewed and compared based on the use of electrical sensors and thermal cameras. The aim of this chapter is to illustrate the PV faulty characteristics, to develop offline and online fault diagnosis, and to use the fault diagnosis information to achieve optimal operation (maximum power point tracking) under various PV faulty conditions, by using multi-disciplinary analytical, empirical and experimental methods.
Introduction
Solar energy is the primary source of renewable energy. The generation of solar power using photovoltaic (PV) systems is gaining popularity in developed and developing countries across the globe because PV technologies are getting mature and the material costs are continuing to reduce. In this field, the operating costs are still high primarily due to the vulnerability of the PV panels at harsh operating environments. It is now a technical challenge to operate the PV system with a minimal interruption and a maximum power output. This chapter reviews and develops the state-of-the-art technologies for PV fault diagnosis and maximum power point tracking (MPPT) by the intelligent control of direct current (DC)-DC converters. This chapter evaluates the fault mechanisms of photovoltaics at the cell, module, string, and array levels and reviews some of the fault diagnosis techniques. Analytical models are developed to understand the PV's terminal characteristics for fault diagnostic purposes. Offline and online fault diagnosis technologies are studied by using inexpensive electrical sensors and thermal cameras. The analysis of faulty characteristics and fault diagnosis of PV is conducted by using multidisciplinary analytical, empirical, and experimental methods. It is hoped to provide guidelines for developing economic solar power plants especially for the developing countries where solar energy utilization is a very cost-sensitive market.
PV faults
Photovoltaic (PV)-based solar power generation has proven to be a cost-effective and environmentally sustainable technology and, thus, it is under the rapid development over the last few decades. Nonetheless, it is presently hampered by relatively high operational costs, low system efficiency, and low effective service time (EST) of PV panels. A cost reduction roadmap for PV systems is illustrated in Fig. 1 . In principle, there are two effective ways for achieving this. One is to increase the operating efficiency (and thus the yield) and the other is to extend the EST of the PV components. This chapter addresses both the issues by the intelligent control of the DC-DC converters for MPPT and the development of PV fault diagnosis technologies. PV system failures are typically caused by various types of faults or aging effect. In general, there are two types of faults in terms of their duration, temporary and permanent, as shown in Fig. 2 . The temporary fault can be cleared automatically for a given time (e.g., shading) or by human intervention (e.g., dust), while the permanent fault is persistent or ongoing. Both the types can decrease the output of PV arrays. The temporary fault may be identified by human eyes, but the permanent fault usually cannot be identified without special equipment (e.g., thermal camera) before a severe damage is made. Mismatch faults reduce the power output and cause potential damage to PV cells [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . This section addresses both the issues by presenting a low-cost and efficient temperature-distribution analysis for identifying PV module mismatch faults using various technologies.
When a PV module is faulted or partial shading occurs, the PV system finds a non-uniform distribution of the generated electrical power and thermal profile, and the generation of multiple maximum power points (MPPs) . If left untreated, this reduces the overall power generation and severe faults may propagate resulting in damage to the system [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . In this chapter, any scenario that causes the output power of PV array to decrease is called a "fault."
PV fault characteristics
This section defines fault categories and mathematical models in terms of PV components. A PV module is composed of dozens of PV cells in series connections. A large number of PV modules connected in series form a PV string, which can be connected in parallel to form a PV array, as shown in Fig. 3 . In order to restrict the hotspot phenomena of a PV module, a bypass diode is connected in parallel with PV cells, and the corresponding structure is named a cellunit, which is composed of m PV cells. The PV module is connected in series by n cell-units to achieve the high-output voltage. The PV string is composed of s PV modules that are also connected in series.
Category of PV faults
When a fault occurs in the PV array, a temperature difference between the healthy and an unhealthy module is created, similar to partial shading observed from the terminal. Consequently, excessive heat and thermal stress can result in cell cracks. If the cell temperature exceeds its critical point, delamination of cell encapsulants may occur. If the reverse bias exceeds the cell's breakdown voltage, the cell will be damaged [19] . In terms of the severity of mismatch faults, this chapter defines three categories: minor, medium, and heavy faults. Their terminal characteristics are different in the following aspects:
i.
Under a minor fault, the faulted power unit in the PV panel can still operate to generate electricity. As illustrated by the single arrow in Fig. 4(a) , the current still passes through the PV cell string to generate an output. In this case, the faulty cell becomes an electrical load, powered by the healthy ones.
ii.
Under a medium fault, PV cells in the string are characterized by the varying illumination levels. As presented in Fig. 4(b) , the faulted cells can still operate as a source with a reduced power output. Because of the nonuniform illumination, the actual working point of the power unit is dictated by the operating point of the PV array.
iii. Under a heavy fault condition, the whole PV string is out of function while the bypass diode conducts to transmit the current, as indicated by the dotted arrow in Fig. 4(a) . In essence, all PV cells in the string are open-circuited.
If there exists a meaningful temperature difference, hotspot suppression is needed to shift the system MPP and to minimize the impact of the mismatch fault [15] . 
Analysis of minor faults
A temperature profile of the PV array under minor-fault conditions is presented in Fig. 5(a) . The array consists of b rows and a columns of PV modules where Module 21 is faulted. I array and V array are the current and voltage of the PV array, respectively. I H and I f are the currents of healthy and faulty strings, respectively. V H and V f are the module voltages of healthy and faulty strings, respectively. T H is the module temperature of a healthy string, T H' is the healthy module temperature within a faulted string, and T f is the healthy cell temperature in a faulty power unit.
Under a PV minor fault, the faulty cell cannot generate electricity and becomes a resistive load (R eq ). Owing to the series of connection structure, the healthy cells supply power to the faulty The PV system at a minor-fault condition [7] .
Renewable Energy -Utilisation and System IntegrationPV cells (released as heat) and then create some hot spots. An equivalent circuit of the PV array is presented in Fig. 5(b) , where V sf stands for the voltage generated by the healthy PV cells in a faulty PV string and R load is the load resistance.
The electric characteristics of a faulty PV string are:
H f
where ΔI is the current difference between the healthy and unhealthy strings, ΔV is the voltage difference between the healthy modules in healthy and unhealthy strings, and m x is the number of faulty PV cells.
From Fig. 5(b) , it can be seen the voltage of a PV cell in a healthy string is lower than that of a healthy cell in a faulty string; the current of a PV cell in a healthy string is higher than that of a healthy cell in a faulty string. Eqs. (4)-(6) express the mathematical relationship for faulty and healthy PV strings. Eq. (6) shows that when the output power of a faulted PV unit is higher than the I 2 R power of its equivalent resistance, a minor fault is created and hot spots begin to form on the faulty cell.
Since the electrical power generated by healthy cells in the PV string supplies not only the load but also faulted cells (heating), the operating point in the current-voltage curve is effectively shifted. Fig. 5 (c) demonstrates this in a PV system including healthy and unhealthy panel strings.
Analysis of heavy faults
Under a heavy-fault condition, the PV string containing the faulted cell/module loses production. Its operating points are illustrated in the output current-voltage curve in Fig. 6 . Point A1 is the working point of the modules in the healthy string, A2 is the working point of the healthy modules in the faulty string, and A3 is the working point of the healthy cells in the faulty module.
Because the faulty power unit is short-circuited by a bypass diode, the healthy cells in the faulty string are effectively open-circuited. The relative positions of A1, A2, and A3 are determined by the PV array structure and its electrical characteristics. Due to the anti-parallel connection of the bypass diode, the faulty PV power unit is shorted by the diode. Therefore, its output voltage becomes zero. From Eq. (8), V H is less than V H '; I H is greater than I f , corresponding to the working points A1 and A2. T H and T H' depend on the working points A1 and A2 in the curve. As the faulty power unit is shorted by a bypass diode, the PV cells are open-circuited, corresponding to point A3. The output power of the faulted power unit is lower than the needed power of the equivalent resistance upon a fault; the power unit is shorted by the bypass diode. The PV system at a heavy-fault condition [7] . V H and V H' are thus given by
where n x is the number of faulty power units in the faulty PV panel string, which can be identified by thermal cameras.
Analysis of medium faults
The operating point of the PV array strongly affects the condition of the healthy PV modules in the healthy string and sometimes in the faulty string. Fig. 7(a) Fig. 7(a) . Each module has uniform illumination. In this current-voltage-power waveform, there are three local maximum power points, corresponding to three working stages, as tabulated in Table 2 . At stage 1, the PV string current is between 3.29 and 4.39 A; only PV module No. 1 can generate that level of current and PV modules 2 and 3 are shorted. As they are influenced by shadows and cannot generate electricity, the string output voltage is limited to 0-30 V. At stage 2, the operation string current is between 2.19 and 3.29 A; PV modules 1 and 2 can generate electricity; No. 3 is shorted by the bypass diode. The corresponding PV string output voltage is 30-70 V. At stage 3, the operation string current is 0-2.19 A; all the modules can generate electricity and the string output voltage area is 76-126 V. From this analysis, it can be found that:
The multi-stage characteristics are caused by the differing output current ability of each module;
ii.
In the high-output current area, the faulty modules are short-circuited, and the terminal voltage of the corresponding faulty module is zero.
Parameter Value
Open 
Mathematical models of PV systems
Under different fault conditions, the mathematical models vary as follows.
Model of healthy PV cells
The electrical characteristics of PVs are influenced by both temperature and illumination. The electrical model of the PV cell is expressed by [3] :
where I is the PV module output current, I L is the photon current, q is the quantity of electric charge, A is the diode characteristic factor, K is the Boltzmann constant, I o is the saturated current, T m is the PV module temperature, G is the irradiance, V is the output voltage, G ref is the reference irradiance level (1000 W/m²), I Lref , I oref are the reference values for I L and I o . k i is the current-temperature coefficient provided by the PV manufacturer, T ref is the reference temperature, N s is the number of series-connected cells, T m is the PV module temperature, and ε is a constant depending on q, Ns, K, A, and is calculated using the following equation:
where I mpp_ref , I sc_ref , V mpp_ref, and V oc_ref are the maximum power point (MPP) current, shortcircuit current, MPP voltage, and open-circuit voltage at a reference condition, respectively, defined by the relevant standard.
Terminal characteristics of faulted cells
When a PV cell is subject to aging, a direct indication is its lower output power than normal. Due to the p-n junction characteristics of the PV cell, its open-circuit voltage only changes slightly while the short-circuit current changes dramatically. In this chapter, we use the shortcircuit current to sense the aging condition of PV cells. 
where V cell is the output voltage of the PV cell, R e is the equivalent resistance of aged PV cell, and V cu is the output voltage of the cell-unit. As i 12 increases, V cu decreases to zero. The current switches from minor fault to heavy fault. In heavy fault, the cell-unit is bypassed by a diode, the corresponding terminal voltage is −0.5 V (i.e., diode voltage drop). In minor fault, the current passing the cell-unit i j q series-connected PV cells, the relationship between the output current i cu and the terminal output voltage V cu .depends on the operating points of the PV. To facilitate discussion on the three ranges, it is assumed that the magnitude of the short-circuit currents for m cells is
where i cell is defined as the actual current passing the PV cells. When the current i cell starts to increase from 0 to Isci 1 , all the cells generate electricity. When exceeds Isci 1 b ut less than Ici 2, cell i 1 cannot generate electricity; it is either bypassed or turned into a resistor because of the bucket effect. As a result, the relationship of i cu and V cu is summarized as follows.
If i cell ≤Isci 1. , the unit-cell operates in normal condition:
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where V cell is equal to the voltage of every cell.
If i cell >Isci 1 , the cell-unit operates in heavy fault:
Where i diode is the bypass current flowing through the diode.
The PV cells can work in minor fault if there exists an integer k<m. to satisfy the following conditions:
When the cell-unit operates with a minor fault,
where R ej .is the equivalent resistance of the jth cell.
Usually, normal operation and heavy fault are the steady-state operational conditions while minor fault is a short transitional range between the two and can often be ignored. 
PV strings with nonuniformly faulty PV modules
Similarly, the bucket effect indicates that the maximum current in the PV string is limited by the minimum i module, k max f those non-bypassed modules. That is i string
and the kth module is not bypassed.
In practice, the cell-units within a PV module may be aged differently and thus have different maximum short-circuit currents. This case is called the "general non-uniform aging" in this chapter. A simpler case for nonuniformly aged PV modules is that all cell-units in the same PV module are aged uniformly so that the whole PV module can be characterized with a single maximum short-circuit current of any cell-unit. This is termed the simplified nonuniform aging in this chapter. 
PV array with nonuniformly aged PV strings
The power output from the PV array is the sum of p strings and is also limited by the bucket effect. That is, the maximum power output from the simplified nonuniform aging PV array can be written as ∑ 
PV array fault diagnosis and optimized operation
In this section, PV array fault diagnosis methods are reviewed and developed. Especially, PV fault diagnosis based on electrical sensors is proposed for small-scale PV array systems; thermal cameras are proposed for large-scale PV arrays; and optimized operation strategies under faulty conditions are also developed.
Existing fault diagnosis methods
Currently, thermal cameras, earth capacitance measurements (ECM), and time domain reflectometry (TDR) are three popular methods for PV fault diagnosis. In this section, the basic principles of those fault diagnosis are introduced [16, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . In the beginning of installation, ECM is an effective method to check the disconnection position of transmission line [23] . Due to the characteristics of PV modules, there is capacitance to ground existing in each module [35] . The capacitance to ground can be used to realize disconnection point location that is the theory of ECM. When the PV string has the disconnection point x f , the disconnection module (x f ) from the positive node point to the fault point is calculated using the ratio of the earth capacitance values to the fault point and that of the whole line as shown in Fig. 9 and Eq. (28). Here, M is the total number of modules in the faulty string.
M  Figure 9 . Fault diagnosis theory of ECM.
For TDR, by injecting the signal into the transmission line, the signal will be distorted when mismatch is occurred [24] . Like a radar, the TDR method analyses the input signal and output signal, as shown in Fig. 10 ; the faulty point can be located and even aging condition can be estimated. But the illumination can influence the impedance of PV cell; therefore, TDR can only be used in the night. 
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The ECM can locate the disconnection of PV modules in the string while the TDR technology can predict the degradation of the PV array. Nonetheless, both ECM and TDR can only operate offline [23] [24] .
In practice, the online methods are highly demanded, which can take measurements while the tested device is in operation. To improve this, an automatic supervision and fault detection are proposed [25] [26] , based on power loss analysis. However, it requires surrounding environmental information and cannot identify the faulty module. An operating voltage window is then developed based on the PV string operation voltage and ambient temperature [27] . It can locate the open and short faults but still cannot identify the faulty module from the array. Currently, both offline and online fault diagnosis methods have been developed. Offline fault diagnosis cannot give real-time fault information that is the key factor for PV array optimization operation under fault condition. Currently, online fault diagnosis methods suffer from high costs or incapability of locating fault modules. A model-based reconfiguration algorithm is developed by [28] to realize the fault tolerance operation. But it needs a large number of electrical relays to reconfigure PV arrays. A similar technology, the in situ rearrangement strategy, can decrease the influence of shadow [29] [30] [31] [32] . However, its success depends on three conditions: (i) a large number of relays need to be used; (ii) the health state of each PV module should be monitored; (iii) high-computing resource of the controller is required to calculate complex optimal arrangements. These increase the system cost and control complexity. An improved strategy is developed in [33] , which not only needs the combination of power channels and relay matrix to combat the shadow influence but it also needs the healthy state of PV modules. A fingerprint curve of the PV array under shading conditions is proposed in [34] to find the key information (e.g., open-circuit and short-circuit points and MPP region) but it cannot locate the faulted modules.
PV fault diagnosis by using electrical sensors
It is clear that online fault diagnosis is important because: (i) it is the prerequisite for any array dynamical reconfiguration; (ii) it can provide crucial information for global MPPT; and (iii) it contains key state-of-health information useful for system maintenance. In this section, lowcost fault diagnosis for low-scale PV array and fault diagnosis strategy for large PV array fault diagnosis are proposed, respectively.
Fault diagnosis theory
When a PV array is faulted, the faulty module has lower illumination than healthy modules (e.g., a 3×3 array). Fig. 11(a) shows a multi-string faulty condition and Fig. 11(b) shows its output voltage-current characteristics. The output waveforms can be divided into two sections: the high-voltage fault diagnosis area and low-voltage fault diagnosis area (constant output current). In the latter area, the faulty module in the faulty string is shorted by bypass diodes where both healthy string and unhealthy string have the same current. PV string current sensors cannot distinguish the unhealthy string from healthy strings. Nevertheless, the healthy modules in the faulty string have a higher output voltage than the modules in the healthy string, illustrated as points A1 and A2 in Fig. 11(c) . The voltage difference between the healthy module in the unhealthy string and module in the healthy string can be employed to locate the faulty module.
For a p row s column array, assume that there is x faulted modules in the unhealthy string. V A1 and V A2 can be expressed as Eqs. (29) and (30):
In Fig. 11(a) , V A1 is the corresponding healthy string module voltage, such as No. PV11; V A2 is the normal module voltage in the unhealthy string, such as No. PV22.
Optimized sensor placement strategy
In order to achieve the PV array fault diagnosis, the reading of PV module voltage is needed. Due to the large number of PV modules employed, a large number of voltage sensors are also needed in the first instance.
There are three basic sensor placement methods, as shown in Fig. 12 . In the PV array, in method 1, each module terminal voltage is measured by a voltage sensor; the total number of sensors is p×s. In method 2, each voltage sensor measures the voltage between two nodes in the same column of adjacent strings; and (p-1)×(s-1) voltage sensors are needed. In method 3, the electric potential difference of adjacent modules is measured; the corresponding number of sensors is p×(s-2). The large number of voltage sensors may increase system capital cost and informationprocessing burden. Therefore, the voltage placement method needs to be optimized. Fig. 13 shows an equivalent PV matrix where a PV module is shown as a dot; the connection line of the adjacent module is represented by a node. The proposed voltage placement strategy is developed by the following steps:
i. All the nodes should be covered by voltage sensors.
ii.
A sensor can only connect one node in a string.
iii.
Voltage sensor nodes cover different isoelectric points from different strings.
iv.
If p or s is an even number, each node is connected to and only to one sensor. If both p and s are odd, there is one and only one node to be connected to two different sensors, while each of the remaining nodes is connected to one sensor. A general principle is that the minimum number of sensors used to detect all possible faults should be [p×(s-1)/2] where the notation [a] is the ceiling function representing the smallest integer, which is not less than a. When a node is not connected to a sensor, the two adjacent PV modules of this node cannot be discriminated once a fault occurs at one of the two modules. The total number of nodes is equal to [p×(s-1)/2]. This is summarized in Table 3 . It is clear that the proposed method can decrease the number of voltage sensors used compared with the other three methods. 
Mathematical model of proposed sensor placement strategy
The variable a ij is defined as the healthy state of the PV module sitting at the i-th string and jth module (denoted by (i, j) (1 )(
, , , 
The reading at the high-voltage status provides extra equations to solve the fault status variable That is, the system of Eqs (33) and (34) can be applied to determine the fault status variable.
It is observed that the placement of voltage sensors has two features. First, it is noted that the fault diagnosis problem is always solvable by placing voltage sensors only. This is because that if each PV module is installed with a voltage sensor, a PV fault can be detected from the terminal. Second, if there are always some methods to find the optimal sensor placement for any 2×s and 3×s PV arrays with the least number of sensors (s − 1) and 3 × (s − 1) / 2, respectively, these methods do not need the existence of any healthy strings. Then, there is a way to design the optimal sensor placement for any general p×s array with p × (s − 1) / 2.sensors. The reason is explained as follows. When p is an even number, the p×s array can be divided into p 2 blocks of 2×s arrays. For each block of the 2×s array, it needs to apply the existing optimal sensor placement method to achieve the optimal p 2 × s sensors. If p is odd, the p×s. array consists of one 3×s array and blocks of 2×s.arrays. It needs to apply the existing sensor placement method for these small blocks where the number of sensors is equal to 3 × (s -1) / 2 + p − 3 2 (s − 1).. By considering both even and odd cases, it can be found that:
Therefore, the optimal number of sensors can be obtained.
Locating the faulted PV module in uniform faulty PV modules
By the reading of current sensor in high-output voltage area, the unhealthy string can be located. After locating the unhealthy string, the next step is to find the faulty PV module. In the low-voltage fault diagnosis area, the faulty modules are shorted; the corresponding fault diagnosis eigenvalue of the mono-string faulty module is presented in Table 4 , where the fully faulty module indicates that all cell-units in the module are faulty. No. 7 is the extreme case that all the modules in this string are faulty. Even though the PV array works in the low-voltage area, the modules are open-circuited when all modules are faulty. Table 5 shows the multistring characteristic values, from which the faulty module can be identified easily. Table 5 . Characteristic values for multi-string fully faulted PV modules
Locating faulty PV module in uniform faulty PV module
Both Tables 4 and 5 deal with the fully faulted module where all cell-units are faulted while a partially faulted module widely occurs where some cell-units are faulted. Usually, partial shadow is also accrued in one PV module. Due to the cell-unit structure of PV modules, even when only one cell is faulty (0 W/m 2 ), the whole cell-unit output power will decrease dramatically. Fig. 15 (a) presents experimental results of the faulty cell-unit that is composed of 24 PV cells with only one faulty PV cell. The faulty cell-unit maximum output power is 4.75 W while that of healthy cell-unit is 48 W, making a loss of 90 %. From Fig. 15 , we conclude that PV cellunit cannot work when a cell fault occurs. Therefore, when a PV module endures partial shadowing, its terminal output voltage is lower than the healthy module and higher than zero. In Fig. 15(b) , PV module No. 1 loses one of the cell-unit, the PV module output voltage is reduced to n − 1 n of the healthy module output voltage.
Therefore, PV string fault diagnosis can be achieved by measuring the PV module voltage, which changes with the string working point. When the string works in the high-current output area, the faulty PV module can be located because its output voltage is zero (unified shading) or lower than the healthy module (partial shading). Table 6 gives the typical eigenvalue under nonuniform PV module faulty condition. Table 6 . Characteristic values for the mono-string partially faulted modules
Experimental verification
A 3×3 PV array is built to verify the proposed fault diagnosis technique. The PV modules are the same as used for simulation, and the environment illumination is recorded by TS1333R.
Sensor-based PV fault diagnosis
In this experiment, typical fault scenarios are studied and the sensor readings are compared with eigenvalue in the high-voltage and low-voltage fault diagnosis areas to check the effectiveness of the proposed fault diagnosis technique. Fig. 16 shows the mono-string, mono-module fault diagnosis. In the fault scenario 1 (see Fig.  16(a) ), the illumination is 550 W/m 2 and temperature is 15℃. The P33 PV module is cast by shadow manually to emulate a fault. Fig. 16(b) shows the current-voltage output characteristics of faulty PV array. Due to the fault on module P33, string 3 cannot generate electricity in the output voltage range 82-120 V. Fig. 16(c) presents the sensor output curves. In the lowvoltage area (10-70V), the sensor is V a and the output voltage is V array /3. This is a normal output voltage and the corresponding strings are healthy. That is, strings 1 and 2 connected by this sensor are healthy, which coincides with fault scenario 1 in Fig. 16(a) . Fig. 16(e) illustrates the high-voltage and low-voltage fault diagnosis areas. In the low-voltage area, the reference eigenvalue is V array /6; and in the high-voltage diagnosis area, the reference eigenvalue is 2V array / 3-V oc . The fact that the sensor V b output is close to the reference value also verifies the proposed diagnosis method. The reference eigenvalue of V c is 2V array /3; and the corresponding V c sensor output also agrees with the reference eigenvalues. There is a slight deviation between V a , V b, and V c and their reference values. This is caused by the diode voltage drop and the minor product irregularity between PV modules. From the sensor output results and information in Table 5 , the fault type is classified as "001." The faulty module is P33 that also agrees with fault scenario 1 (Fig. 16(a) ). Fig . 17 shows the multi-string mono-module fault diagnosis. In fault scenario 2, the illumination is 580 W/m 2 with the temperature of 25℃. The P11 module in string 1 and P33 module in string 3 are cast by shadow manually to simulate faulty conditions. Fig. 17(b) presents the current-voltage output characteristics of the faulty PV array. Due to a fault that occurred in modules P11 and P33, strings 1 and 3 cannot generate electricity over the output voltage range 82-120 V. In the low-voltage area, the sensors a and b have the same output (V a =V b =V array /6), as illustrated in Fig. 17(c) . The voltage sensors a and b also satisfy the rule for locating healthy strings. Therefore, string 2 is diagnosed as being healthy, which coincides with the fault scenario in Fig. 17(a) . Fig. 17(d) shows fault diagnosis progress. The faulty modules identified are P11 and P33. In fault scenario 3 of Fig. 18(a) , the illumination is 610 W/m 2 and the temperature is 30℃. P32 and P33 in string 3 are cast by partial shadow and full shadow, respectively. Fig. 18(b) demonstrates their output characteristics. String 3 can only generate electricity over the voltage range of 0-60 V. As presented in Fig. 18(a) , V a =V array /3 in the whole output voltage range, indicating that strings 1 and 2 are both healthy. In the low-voltage area, V c matches the reference value 2V array /3, verifying that P33 is faulty. In the high-voltage area, V c =2V oc -V array /3. Therefore, either P31 or P32 is faulty. Fig. 18(d) presents the fault diagnosis progress. 
Thermal camera-based PV fault diagnosis
Another fault diagnosis method is based on thermal images captured by thermal cameras, as shown in Fig. 19 . The camera specifications are given in Table 7 . Photovoltaic modules convert part of incident solar energy into electrical energy for commercial applications, with the rest being transferred to heat energy. The modeling of PV modules plays an important role in the fault diagnosis of a PV array. The objective of this section is to develop a parameter-based model of a PV module to interpret the thermal image.
In order to validate the proposed model, a scaled experimental setup was constructed as shown in Fig. 20(a) . The mini-PV module used in the experiment and its respective datasheet are shown in Table 8 . The type of the solar power meter used was TM-207.
Experimental tests are conducted at different load conditions, including MPP load, heavy load, light load, and partial-shading conditions. The MPP load (35 Ω) module was used to simulate the module in a healthy string working at MPP, and the 50 Ω load was used to simulate the module in fault string working at non-MPP. The sun illumination was measured at 560 W/m² using the TM-207, and the voltage of MPP load and 50 Ω were 3.96 V and 4.37 V, respectively. The experiments were carried out at wind-speed conditions of less than 5 m/s. Fig. 20(b) is the thermography image obtained from thermal camera. Fig. 20 (c) presents the Matlab processing results. The thermography produces colors by combining green, red, and blue light in varying intensities. The relationship between the constituent amounts of red, green, and blue (RGB) and the resulting color is not sensitivity. HSV method that stands for hue, saturation, and value, which is the common cylindrical-coordinate representation of points in an RGB color model, is introduced to process the thermography. By processing the image, the temperature difference can be clearly shown as illustrated in Fig. 20(c) . Table 8 . PV Module Parameter
Conclusion
This chapter has reviewed the fault mechanisms and model-based diagnosis techniques for PV systems. It can be concluded that: (i) the PV module electrical model and energy balance are coupled to establish a parameter-based model, (ii) the key parameters (S, U pv , and T a ) of the PV model are calculated from two working points of the PV module and corresponding temperature, and (iii) fault diagnosis is realized by model-based methods. Notwithstanding the fact that a parameter-based model has been established and validated, other factors, such as wind and dust, which are not considered in this chapter, may contribute to the PV fault in reality. The vortex and dust distribution caused by wind can introduce non-uniform temperature distribution in the thermography. It is challenging to accurately estimate the temperature of PV modules. The pattern and features of historic information will be useful to for nonuniform illustration of PV systems. 
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